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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to test a two-step tourist satisfaction index framework empirically. The first step estimates sectoral-level satisfaction indexes based on a structural equation model, and the second obtains an overall tourist satisfaction index by conducting second-order confirmatory factor analysis. This study acts as a pilot test of the theoretical framework based on three selected tourism-related sectors in Hong Kong. The results indicate that mainland Chinese tourists are most satisfied with the hotel sector in Hong Kong, followed by the retail sector, and least satisfied with local tour operators. The aggregate tourist satisfaction index for Hong Kong is 74.04 out of 100. The results of this study have important practical implications for long-term destination management.
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INTRODUCTION

Tourist satisfaction has become an increasingly important topic for destination management organisations because it serves as a reliable yardstick to assess overall performance. A good understanding of tourist satisfaction levels, as well as the dynamic changes in these levels, benefits not only the service industries that focus on inbound tourism, but also the government regulators and private investors that have a vested interest in the development of a high-quality tourism infrastructure. Improving tourist satisfaction levels is likely to contribute to an enhanced reputation for both service providers and the destination as a whole. In addition, consumer studies indicate that an improvement in these satisfaction levels may contribute to increased consumer loyalty, reduced price elasticities, a lower cost of future transactions and improved productivity (Anderson et al., 1994; Swanson and Kelley, 2001). Government agencies and scholars have launched a number of tourist satisfaction investigations at the destination level, but there are a number of issues still to be resolved. For example, the link between tourist satisfaction with a particular service provider and that with the destination as a whole remains unknown. As a result, it is unclear which particular sector(s) contributes the most or the least to tourists’ overall satisfaction. Furthermore, there has been no continuous evaluation system that facilitates the assessment of tourist satisfaction on a regular basis at both the sectoral and destination levels. Thus, the dynamic nature of tourist satisfaction with a destination based on individual sectors has been largely ignored. An aggregated evaluation method is necessary because tourism is an integrated system that comprises a number of sectors, such as accommodation, catering, transport, visitor attractions, travel intermediaries (tour operators and travel agencies), retailing and public services (e.g., the police and travel information centres). Every tourist will encounter one or several of these sectors when visiting a destination, and it is thus believed that sectoral satisfaction may affect his or her perceived overall satisfaction with the destination. Last but not least, academic research on tourist satisfaction is generally isolated from the industry, and most of the one-off projects that have taken place have failed to benefit ongoing tourism practice. At the same time, the tourist satisfaction surveys that have been conducted by the industry tend to be too straightforward and to lack a strong theoretical underpinning. This study aims to fill the gaps in existing research by proposing a comprehensive tourist satisfaction index (TSI) system that provides the government agencies responsible for tourism-related activities, different sectors of the tourism industry, and the general public with much needed information for decision-making and planning purposes. The study focuses on Hong Kong, where tourism is seen as one of the major economic pillars (Lo, 2006). Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB, 2010) figures show that visitor arrivals reached more than 29 million in 2009, a 0.3% increase over 2008 despite the global economic slowdown. Mainland China remained the largest source market, with more than 17 million arrivals, a 6.5% increase over the previous year. An evaluation of the satisfaction levels of mainland Chinese tourists is thus clearly of great practical importance for Hong Kong.
Consumer satisfaction has been widely explored by scholars and practitioners over the past three decades. A number of methodological approaches to the measurement of such satisfaction have been developed, but no consensus has yet been reached on the best approach. The marketing literature has mainly focused on two opposing schools of thoughts: the American school led by Parasuraman *et al.* (1985) and the Nordic school led by Grönroos (1984). The former regards consumer satisfaction as a reflection of either positive or negative gaps between consumers’ initial expectations and their perceptions of a product or service’s performance, whereas the latter considers consumer satisfaction to be “an outcome of the actual quality of performance and its perception by consumers” (Kozak and Rimmington, 1999, p. 261). Both theories have received a considerable amount of criticism.

One major shortcoming of the expectation-perception approach is that customers’ retrospective expectations may be altered by the receipt of further information on the product or service in question, and it is thus difficult to measure their actual repurchase expectations (Yüksel and Yüksel, 2001). The absence of the expectation variable in the performance-only model, however, makes it “impossible to interpret high levels of customer satisfaction as the results of low expectations or superior quality of service provider” (Fuchs and Weiermair, 2004, p. 215). Measuring expectations provides additional information to determine the optimum level of performance, which can be used as a benchmark to improve the current service quality (Ekinci, 2002). The expectation-perception concept was further refined as the expectancy-disconfirmation model by Oliver (1980), whose model comprises four elements: expectation, perceived performance, disconfirmation and satisfaction. Consumers have expectations of a product or service before purchasing it, and they then compare its actual performance with those expectations. If their expectations are exceeded, then positive disconfirmation is reached, which, in turn, leads to consumer satisfaction and willingness to purchase, and vice versa. Consumer satisfaction research has also introduced the importance-performance model, equality theory and norm theory. The importance-performance model developed by Cohen *et al.* (1972) defines an individual’s attitude as his or her importance-weighted evaluation of the performance of specific dimensions of a product or service. Oliver and Swan (1989) argue that consumer satisfaction can be regarded as the relationship between the costs and benefits associated with the product or service purchased, with price, time and effort the key factors influencing such satisfaction. LaTour and Peat (1979) introduced norm theory, according to which “norms serve as reference points for judging the product, and dissatisfaction comes into play as a result of disconfirmation relative to these norms” (Yoon and Uysal, 2005, p. 47). Sirgy (1984) replaced “norm” with “ideal standard” to propose the congruity model, which suggests that consumer satisfaction depends on the comparison of a product or service’s perceived performance with a hypothetical ideal product or service. A comprehensive review of the aforementioned approaches can be found in Oh and Parks (1997).

A number of approaches have been adopted in the tourism literature to examine tourist satisfaction, for example, the expectation-perception gap model (Duke and Persia, 1996), the expectancy-disconfirmation model (Pizam and Milman, 1993), the performance-
only model (Pizam et al., 1978) and the congruity model (Chon, 1990, 1992; Chon and Olsen, 1991). Of these, the expectancy-disconfirmation framework has been given the most attention and been applied in many tourist satisfaction studies. When it comes to measuring tourists’ evaluation of their experience, however, expectancy-disconfirmation is just one of several possible benchmarks that tourists use to rate their overall satisfaction. The lack of agreement amongst existing approaches and the complexity of tourist satisfaction issues led Yoon and Uysal (2005) to suggest that such satisfaction should be investigated in multiple dimensions and that a model that integrates alternative approaches would be more effective in its assessment.

Tourism researchers have been interested in measuring both overall tourist satisfaction with a particular destination (e.g., Alegre and Cladera, 2006; Kozak, 2001; Yu and Goulden, 2006) and tourist satisfaction with a specific service encounter, such as that in the accommodation sector (Hsu et al., 2003; Saleh and Ryan, 1992), restaurants (Chadee and Mattsson, 1996), attractions (Dorfman, 1979), travel agencies (Leblanc, 1992), packaged tours (Hsu, 2000, 2003; Pizam and Milman, 1993) and retail shops (Reisinger and Turner, 2002). Most assessments of tourist satisfaction within a particular destination are based on multi-attribute scales that cover a variety of service components and facilities. Factor analysis is the typical tool employed to categorise these attributes for further regression or correlation analysis between the categories and overall tourist satisfaction. However, these categories do not necessarily refer to a particular sector within the broader tourism industry. For example, “price level” covers all sectors that a tourist comes across in a destination, and it is impossible to conclude which sector’s prices contribute most significantly to overall tourist satisfaction. The findings of this type of research are thus unable to provide administrators with clear guidance on the most effective destination management policies or strategies. Another problem with existing tourist satisfaction studies is that most have overlooked the dynamic nature of such satisfaction. Long-term aspects of the satisfaction process, such as attitude changes, have also been ignored (Oh and Parks, 1997). Most academic tourist satisfaction studies employ one-off surveys, and no system for the continuous assessment of tourist satisfaction is currently in place. The ability to report the dynamics of tourist satisfaction over time and across different source markets or service sectors thus remains lacking.

Consumer satisfaction assessments by scholars, the industry and government representatives have led to the establishment of national and regional consumer satisfaction indexes. The Swedish customer satisfaction barometer, for example, was introduced in 1989 (Fornell, 1992), followed a few years later by the American customer satisfaction index (Fornell et al., 1996). Other national and regional indexes include the Norwegian customer satisfaction barometer (Andreassen and Lervik, 1999) and the European customer satisfaction index, which covers 11 countries in the European Union (Eklöf and Westlund, 2002). Apart from slight modifications, all of these indexes or barometers have similar features to the American customer satisfaction framework, which is an evolution of the original Swedish model. They all focus on domestically purchased and consumed products and services. Although a few studies have included tourism-related sectors, the respondents have tended to be locals using domestic facilities that can serve both residents and tourists.
For example, Knutson et al. (2003) report on the lodging section of the American consumer satisfaction index. They examine six hotel brands in the United States merely by comparing the mean values of three satisfaction items. Although their study discusses the framework of the index, its lacks interpretation of the structural relationships within it. In addition, their sample was drawn from domestic households, and their respondents can thus be classified as domestic tourists. The domestic tourism sector is an important one that is worthy of study, but many destinations are also interested in increasing the share of foreign currencies on their balance sheet. This study thus examines inbound tourists' satisfaction with a destination. Also deserving of attention is the link between the micro and macro levels of consumer satisfaction. Chan et al. (2003) developed the Hong Kong consumer satisfaction index, which provides useful guideline on linking these levels. Their structure is particularly relevant for this study because they initially developed product-level indexes and then aggregated these indexes to obtain an overall consumer satisfaction index that represents the overall quality of goods and services sold in Hong Kong as evaluated by local consumers. To achieve their aggregate index, Chan et al. (2003) employed a weighting system that assigns different weights to different types of products. To calculate these weights accurately, household expenditures on different consumer goods are adjusted by the consumer price index (CPI). However public goods and services are not linked to the CPI, and therefore they are not included in the consumer satisfaction index developed by Chan et al. (2003). The CPI weighting scheme is not applicable to public services, and it is thus inappropriate for the development of a TSI because tourists may make use of the services of the police, immigration, parks and museums, and their level of satisfaction with these public services may contribute substantially to their satisfaction assessment of the destination as a whole. An overall TSI that excludes free-of-charge service sectors cannot truly reflect the overall tourist experience in a destination. This study thus proposes a more appropriate weighting scheme for the overall TSI discussed in the next section.

METHODOLOGY

This section illustrates the proposed two-step index system for evaluating tourist satisfaction. The first step evaluates such satisfaction at the sectoral level. At this level, various tourism-related sectors can be included, such as accommodation, restaurants, transport, attractions, tour operators, retail shops and public services (e.g., immigration and the police). Different from the many tourist satisfaction studies that employ direct measurement, tourist satisfaction in this study is measured as a latent variable that is associated with three indicators: overall satisfaction, confirmation of expectations and comparison with ideal. As a result, the satisfaction construct integrates the performance-only approach, the expectancy-disconfirmation approach and norm theory. Bagozzi et al. (1981) and Fornell et al. (1996) suggest that if a latent variable reflects the causal relationship between the service attributes within a system (called a nomological net), then the validity of that variable is ensured. The calculation of the sectoral TSI is derived from a structural equation model (see Figure 1) in which tourist satisfaction is evaluated in respect to its antecedents and consequences. This model generates the weights of the three satisfaction measures and provides information on the structural relationships.
Figure 1. The hypothesised sectoral-level tourist satisfaction index model
All five of the model’s constructs are measured by multiple items. Expectations and perceived performance are incorporated into the hypothesised model as important antecedents of tourist satisfaction. Another factor that influences such satisfaction is the assessed value of the services encountered in a destination. This factor captures tourists’ assessment of service quality relative to the price paid (for private goods and services) or the time spent (for public services). In addition, the inclusion of tourist characteristics in the model allows tourist satisfaction levels to be distinguished by demographic background (Chan et al., 2003; Lancaster, 1971). Complaint intentions and loyalty are included as two formative consequences of tourist satisfaction. Based on exit-voice theory (Hirschman, 1970), it is believed that an increase in satisfaction is likely to decrease tourists’ intention to complain and to increase their destination loyalty. To investigate such loyalty, the proposed model measures revisit intention and positive word of mouth, both of which are desirable outcomes for tourism policy-makers in terms of evaluating destination competitiveness. The indicators of each construct are presented in Figure 1. All of the manifest variables are measured on 11-point rating scales that range from -5 for “poor” to +5 for “excellent”. Such a bipolar conceptualisation of the dimensions (Schwarz et al., 1991) is believed to be more sensitive to the detection of differences (Bandura, 2006). The use of 11-point scales and multiple indicators can also help to reduce the negative skewness that is commonly associated with the distributions of ratings for satisfaction-related indicators (Fornell, 1992; Fornell et al., 1996). Such scales and indicators are commonly used in consumer satisfaction surveys (e.g., Chan et al., 2003). The inclusion of formative measures allows the employment of the components-based approach known as partial least squares (Chin and Gopal, 1995; Cohen et al., 1990; Fornell and Bookstein, 1982) to estimate the structural equation model. In this soft modelling approach, the internal structural relationships amongst the constructs are explained by a set of linear regression equations known as latent structural equations, whilst the external relationship between each construct and its indicators is described by factor analysis equations, also known as measurement equations (Chan et al., 2003; Fornell and Cha, 1994; Fornell et al., 1996). As various causal relationships are integrated in the model, recommendations can be made for the evaluation or revision of particular tourism policies to improve the competitiveness of the destination under study.

The sectoral TSI is computed using the model-implied weights (ω₁₁, ω₂₂ and ω₃₃). For convenience in calculating the indexes, the original -5 to +5 scales were transformed into a 0 to 10 scale format. The sectoral TSI is then calculated as:

$$\text{Sub-TSI} = \frac{\omega_{11} \bar{y}_{31} + \omega_{22} \bar{y}_{32} + \omega_{33} \bar{y}_{33}}{\omega_{11} + \omega_{22} + \omega_{33}} \times 10,$$

where \( \bar{y}_{31}, \bar{y}_{32} \) and \( \bar{y}_{33} \) are the sample means of the three satisfaction indicators. It should be noted that applying the same weighing scheme to each respondent’s individual scores on the three indicators means that a satisfaction index can be assigned to each corresponding tourist. Such an individual satisfaction index variable can further facilitate market segmentation analysis. In addition, the sectoral TSI framework is readily applicable to the product level (e.g., a hotel) once a sub-sample has been extracted based on the name of the
service provider encountered by a respondent. Cross-product comparisons within a service sector are thus possible, although such analysis is beyond the scope of the current study.

The second step in the proposed satisfaction evaluation system is to estimate the overall TSI for the destination based on the sectoral TSI results obtained in the first step. The weights for the overall TSI are retrieved by employing a second-order confirmatory measurement model. Second-order confirmatory factor analysis provides a structure by which the first-order factors become manifest variables of the second-order factors. Such analysis explicates the pattern of constructs assumed to underlie the variables, in other words, how each first-order factor (sector) contributes to the higher-order factor (destination). In this model (see Figure 2), the constructs are formed by respondents’ level of satisfaction with individual sectors, each of which is measured by the three satisfaction items. In turn, the factor loadings indicate the contributions made by sectoral satisfaction to overall satisfaction, and hence they are adopted as the weights for estimating the overall TSI. Given the objective weights obtained from the second-order confirmatory factor analysis of destination satisfaction, this procedure has a strong scientific basis, which in turn guarantees the robustness of the overall TSI estimation.

The weights are then introduced in the second equation to calculate the overall TSI. As explained above, tourist satisfaction within a particular tourism sector equals the weighted average of the mean values of its three satisfaction indicators \( \bar{y}_{31}, \bar{y}_{32}, \text{ and } \bar{y}_{33} \) multiplied by a scaling constant of 10. Thus, each TSI is expressed on a 0-100 scale. The higher tourists’ average scores on the satisfaction questions, the greater the calculated sectoral TSI. The overall TSI, as the weighted average of the sectoral TSIs, is given in Equation (2), where the \( \gamma_i \)'s are the factor loadings derived from the confirmation measurement model for the overall TSI calculation.

\[
\text{Overall TSI} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_i \text{Sub-TSI}_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \gamma_i} .
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The proposed two-step TSI framework has the following four distinct advantages.

1) Tourist satisfaction within each individual sector is measured by the same set of indicators. Thus, the TSIs at the sectoral level are directly comparable.

2) The overall TSI is computed on the basis of the sectoral TSIs using a weighting scheme that is determined by the tourists’ own evaluations. As a result, free-of-charge and other public services can be included in its compilation.

3) Tourist satisfaction assessment at both the sectoral and destination levels can be estimated, thereby providing more comprehensive information for destination management.

4) The proposed TSI system can be used repeatedly to capture the dynamics of tourist satisfaction, thus reflecting changes in a destination’s competitiveness over time.
Figure 2. The overall tourist satisfaction index model

Note: HTS, STS and TTS refer to the measurement indicators of tourist satisfaction with hotels, retail shops and tour operators, respectively.
RESULTS

Hong Kong was selected as the destination for this investigation because of its status as a well-developed, mature tourism destination. Kozak (2001) has found that the relationship between overall satisfaction and loyalty is stronger for mature destinations than for less familiar destinations. Loyalty is an important outcome of the current framework, as well as a desirable strategic result for many tourism operators and regulators. The mainland Chinese source market is the target population in this pilot study, and any competitive advancement in this segment should be of interest to both the government and service industry in Hong Kong. Because the primary purpose of this study was to test the validity and reliability of the proposed two-step framework, only three key tourism-related sectors were included in the survey, hotels, local tour operators and retail shops, and, accordingly, only these sectors are included in the computation of the overall TSI to demonstrate the aggregation method. A face-to-face street intercept survey employing a self-administered questionnaire facilitated the data collection, which took place over two days in November 2008, and a convenience sampling method was adopted at a variety of locations in Hong Kong. The final sample included 279 valid responses. Respondents’ details are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Profile of survey respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>No formal education</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>Primary/elementary school</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary/high school</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>College/university</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of past visits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-25</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>34.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-45</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-55</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-65</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥66</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Income (Renminbi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1,000</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001-3000</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3001-6000</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6001-7500</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7500-9000</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 9001</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No regular income</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All percentages are calculated on the basis of valid responses.

The SmartPLS 2.0 M3 software program (Ringle et al., 2005) was employed for the first step of the analytical procedure. As tourist surveys are usually subject to non-responses, missing values (< 10%) were imputed before estimating the model. The expectation-
maximisation algorithm recommended in LISREL 8.80 was adopted to replace the missing values with estimates (Schumacker and Lomax, 2004). Model validity was assessed by determining the significance of the model’s estimated path coefficients using the bootstrapping option. Bootstrapping is a resampling technique employed to assign measures of accuracy to statistical parameters in the form of \( t \)-values. Most of the literature (e.g., Temme et al., 2006) recommends bootstrapping over blindfolding or jack-knifing as a resampling method. Furthermore, Chernick (2007) points out that bootstrap bias correction can yield a nearly unbiased estimator that thus has a far smaller degree of variance than the leave-one-out estimator. As a result, this method is superior in terms of the mean square error. Estimating these statistics depends on the number of resamples in the observed dataset. Tenenhaus et al. (2005) suggest setting this number at 200 for more reasonable standard error estimates.

The estimates show that approximately half of the structural paths (six or seven out of twelve) in the hypothesised model are significant and in the predicted direction. However, none of the path coefficients between the tourist characteristics construct and its consequences is significant. The insignificant analysis of variance (ANOVA) and \( t \)-test results between different demographic groups for the related constructs provide further evidence to indicate that these characteristics have little influence on tourist satisfaction, perceived performance or assessed value.\(^1\) Accordingly, this construct was removed from the final model. The remaining path coefficients are highly consistent with the hypothesised model in terms of significance, with most of the paths in the final model reaching a statistically significant level (six or seven out of nine across all sectors). Most of the significant path coefficients are close to or well above 0.30 (see Figures 3-5), which indicates that the final model has strong predictive power and again verifies the insignificant effect of tourist characteristics. Caution requires, however, that the final model be carefully tested again in the main survey with a larger sample that covers different source markets and different service sectors.

In terms of discriminant validity, the average variances extracted for all three of the sectors examined are consistently above 70% in the hypothesised model and above 69% in the final model (see Table 2), both of which are higher than the critical value of 50% recommended by Fornell (1992) and Fornell and Larcker (1981). We can thus conclude that each reflective dimension and its respective indicators are highly correlated (Chan et al., 2003). Moreover, the high degree of consistency between the hypothesised and final models once again confirms the insignificance of the tourist characteristics construct and justifies the model reduction. The reliability test suggests that all indicators of the reflective constructs (satisfaction, perceived performance, expectations and assessed value) are reliable because all of the standardised indicator loadings for the three sectors are positive and significant (0.73 to 0.96).

\(^1\) Neither the parameter estimates of the hypothesised model nor the ANOVA and \( t \)-test results are presented in this paper because of space constraints, but they are available from the authors upon request.
Figure 3. Path coefficients of final sectoral-level model – hotels
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Figure 4. Path coefficients of final sectoral-level model – retail shops
Figure 5. Path coefficients of final sectoral-level model – tour operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Performance</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Complaints</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed Value</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant at the 0.05 level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not significant at the 0.05 level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These results mean that the corresponding error variances are small, and the manifest variables are thus reliable indicators. In addition, a substantial degree of internal consistency is evidenced by the high Cronbach’s alphas, which range from 0.77 to 0.95 (see Table 3).

**Table 2. Average variance extracted**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Satisfaction (%)</th>
<th>Performance (%)</th>
<th>Expectations (%)</th>
<th>Value (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesised model</td>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final model</td>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Cronbach’s alphas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Expectations</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The results are the same for both the hypothesised and final models.

The $R^2$s for the structural equations used to predict tourist satisfaction are quite high for all three sectors (see Table 4). Those employed to predict *performance*, *assessed value* and *loyalty* also demonstrate a reasonable degree of explanatory power, except for the *complaints* construct. This result is consistent with the suggestion of both Chan et al. (2003) and Johnson et al. (2001) that the *complaints* construct has little effect on either satisfaction or loyalty. Possible explanations for the low $R^2$ for this construct are the ineffectiveness of the complaint management system (Johnson et al., 2001) and many respondents’ lack of an intention to complain. In addition, research has found that Asians, including the Chinese, Japanese and Koreans, tend to keep silent instead of expressing dissatisfaction to save face and to avoid embarrassing vendors (Ap, 2000).

**Table 4. Multiple $R$-squares ($R^2$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Complaints</th>
<th>Loyalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesised model</td>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final model</td>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tour operators</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relationships amongst satisfaction and its antecedents

The estimated paths from performance to satisfaction and from performance to assessed value appear to be supported, and are in the positive direction across all sectors. The implication is that boosting the service performance of hotels, retail shops and tour operators is likely to enhance tourists’ satisfaction and the assessed value of the services received in these sectors. For instance, a one-point increase in hotel service performance increases tourist satisfaction by 0.42 of a point and perceived value by 0.76 of a point (see the corresponding path coefficients in Figure 3). As a result, tourists may perceive that they obtain good value for money only if they are satisfied with the service performance. The same applies to the relationship between expectations and performance, which is in line with previous research implying that increasing consumer expectations may enhance the assessed performance of a product (Johnson et al., 1995). The path from expectations to assessed value and that from expectations to satisfaction were not confirmed, similar to the findings of other studies, as highlighted by Chan et al. (2003). These studies report that increasing expectations may have no or only a weak impact on satisfaction (Johnson et al., 1995; Johnson and Fornell, 1991) or may even lead to a decrease in satisfaction (Yi, 1990). The path between assessed value and satisfaction was in the predicted positive direction and significant for all sectors, thus indicating that if tourists perceive good value for money, then their satisfaction levels are likely to be enhanced.

Relationships amongst satisfaction and its consequences

The complaints and loyalty constructs were proposed as formative, and the sign structures of their estimated indicator weights or loadings are consistent across sectors. The structural coefficients from satisfaction to complaints and from satisfaction to loyalty are all significant. As expected, the relationship between satisfaction and complaints carries a negative sign, thus suggesting that an increase in satisfaction leads to a decrease in complaints behaviour. The link between satisfaction and loyalty is positive, which implies that a higher level of tourist satisfaction results in increased loyalty to its respective sector. The relationship between complaints and loyalty was found to be significant only in the tour operator sector. Respondents were requested to evaluate their intentions to complain to acquaintances or to the media. The means of these two variables vary between 1.5 and 2.5 across the sectors, thus indicating that the majority of respondents had no such third-party complaint intentions.

Computation of the tourist satisfaction indexes

The calculations of the TSI for each sector are presented below. They were computed on the basis of Equation (1), with the weights obtained from the estimation results of each sector’s structural equation model.
Hotel TSI:  \[ 76.78 = \frac{0.48 \times 8.11 + 0.30 \times 7.03 + 0.40 \times 7.65}{0.48 + 0.30 + 0.40} \times 10. \]

Retail Shop TSI:  \[ 73.01 = \frac{0.43 \times 7.88 + 0.34 \times 6.83 + 0.37 \times 7.06}{0.43 + 0.34 + 0.37} \times 10. \]

Tour Operator TSI:  \[ 72.82 = \frac{0.44 \times 7.57 + 0.35 \times 6.89 + 0.37 \times 7.31}{0.44 + 0.35 + 0.37} \times 10. \]

The calculated TSIs suggest that, of the three sectors considered, tourists are most satisfied with the hotel sector (76.78), followed by the retail sector (73.01) and the tour operator sector (72.82) on a scale ranging from 0 to 100. The TSIs for all three sectors are well above average (50.0). One explanation for the high ratings could be that many tourism and hospitality operators in Hong Kong have adopted industry-wide and/or internationally recognised service standards to ensure a high level of service. Some local businesses have published performance pledges, adopted the service accreditation proposals of the Hong Kong Association for Customer Service Excellence or the Skills Upgrading Scheme of the Education and Manpower Bureau, and/or embraced the 5S System (www.hk5sa.com) to maintain and commit themselves to high-quality service delivery and adhere to best practice standards. The leading tourism initiative in Hong Kong is the Quality Tourism Services scheme, which has been in operation since 1999 and proved to be very successful. The scheme offers tourists to Hong Kong an assurance of reliable service by formulating service quality standards for service providers. It was initiated and is maintained by the HKTB, which thus takes responsibility for the tourism industry’s sustainable contribution to the Hong Kong economy. The lower satisfaction score given to local tour operators can be explained by the phenomenon of discounted tour packages. The highly discounted tour packages common in Asia result in marginal profits for operators. Tour guides are thus caught in the middle and forced to make a trade-off between low-quality lodging and restaurants and visits to high-priced souvenir and jewellery shops.

The weights for the aggregate TSI were determined by second-order confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 17.0 (see Figure 6). In line with the interpretation in Correia et al. (2008), the retail sector was found to be the most important (0.88). When satisfaction with retail shops increases by one point, overall destination satisfaction increases by 0.88. The tour operator sector (0.78) is the second most important for overall satisfaction, and the hotel sector (0.68) the least important.

These weights suggest that satisfaction with retail shops has the greatest impact on mainland Chinese tourists’ overall satisfaction with Hong Kong as a destination, followed by satisfaction with tour operators and satisfaction with accommodation. The weights were then introduced into the second equation to calculate the overall TSI for Hong Kong. Although the model estimation is complex, the outcome is reasonably simple to interpret, as it is set to a 0-100 scale:

Overall TSI for Hong Kong:  \[ 74.04 = \frac{0.68 \times 76.78 + 0.88 \times 73.01 + 0.78 \times 72.82}{0.68 + 0.88 + 0.78}. \]
CONCLUSION

The study reported in this paper represents the first step of a larger project to develop a TSI system that can be used to assess Hong Kong’s competitiveness as an international tourism destination. The innovative two-step framework proposed herein integrates alternative approaches and captures the multiple dimensions of tourist satisfaction. It is capable of producing TSIs for individual tourism sectors, which, when combined, can be employed to estimate an overall satisfaction index. This study has analysed structural equation models for three service sectors, the hotel, retail and tour operator sectors, to test the validity and reliability of the first analytical procedure. As the paths between the tourist characteristics construct and its consequences were found to be insignificant across all three sectors, this construct was removed from the final model. Although the model requires further confirmation in the next stage of the project with a larger sample that covers different source
markets, the pilot results reported here indicate that the framework is capable of adequately assessing both sectoral and overall satisfaction. The model can be applied to other source markets and tourism-related sectors, and can be applied repeatedly over time to capture the dynamics of tourist satisfaction. This framework has important practical implications for long-term tourist destination management. The information it provides can help decision makers in both the public and private sectors to improve the competitiveness of Hong Kong’s tourism industry, thereby further benefiting the economic development and well-being of the local community.
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